What is
workplace
flexibility?

“I personally prefer the term work- life integration,
where it’s more of a blend of career and personal
activities throughout a work day. For example,
1.5 hours at the gym at lunchtime, going to a kids’
event that afternoon or picking them up from
school, and then making up the time later in the
evening. That’s flexibility.”
J AS ON WALKE R

CHAMPION AND MANAGING DIRECTOR, HAYS

“All of my direct reports at any one time are
balancing school pick-ups and drop-offs. Life
happens – work is what happens around life.”
B A R B A R A CHA PM A N

CHAMPION AND CEO, ASB

What is
workplace
flexibility?
Workplace flexibility allows for
creative conversations to take place
about the nature of work and how
it is performed.
As an employer, it’s about respecting the
changing nature of work and allowing
employees the flexibility to work in
an environment where they feel most
empowered to do their best work.
There’s no cookie-cutter approach to
flexibility, and flexibility in corporate
office environments will look very different
to flexibility options in an operational context.
Rather, workplace flexibility is about a
broader conversation where all facets of a
flexible work environment are considered.

F O R EX A M P L E

Workplace flexibility can include:
Flexibility of role – how a role
is performed or divided
Flexibility of place – working from
alternative locations
Flexibility of work schedule – working
flexible hours
Flexibility of leave – supporting flexible
leave arrangements It can occur

It can occur in various ways:
Ad hoc or temporary flexibility – for example,
adjusted hours to meet personal needs
temporarily
Regular flexibility – for example, working from
home every Wednesday
Formal flexibility – for example, permanent
part-time working
Successful workplace flexibility ensures individual
employee needs, commercial needs, and customer
needs continue to be met.

Why flexibility?
Workplace flexibility is an essential enabler
for managing the pace of change in today’s
world of work.
It allows you, as an employer, to attract and
retain top talent (your people), achieve increased
productivity (your business), and foster an
agile response to changing market needs (your
customers and environment).
It’s a diverse and in-depth strategy that goes
beyond the traditional thinking of ‘part-time work
for new parents’ to an integrated mindset and
way of work accessible to all.
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Working flexibly
is flexible

T H ING S T O C O NSI D ER

Legislation
As an employer, you have a legal obligation
under the Employment Relations
Amendment Act (2014) (The Act) to provide
a process for any employee to request a
flexible working arrangement. This applies
to any permanent full or part-time employee
at any stage of their employment lifecycle
and for any reason. Understanding what
workplace flexibility means, isn’t just a ‘niceto-have’ element any more, but an important
part of your role as an employer.

Debunking the myths
There are common myths associated with
flexibility: flexibility is all about part-time
mums; our customers won’t like it; it’s
impossible to manage workers who work
flexibly etc.
As part of creating an inclusive, flexible
work culture, these myths need to be
addressed and open conversations should
be encouraged to explore proactive ways
of making flexibility accessible to all.

Education
Flexibility can mean different things to
different people, and can be packaged in
many different ways. As such, educating
your organisation, both managers and
employees, on what workplace flexibility
means, is an important place to start.
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Whatever flexible working means to your organisation,
it does not mean slacking off. Implementing flexible
working practices does not involve reducing your
expectations of work performance. In fact, you should
see an increase in engagement and productivity.
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Types of flexibility
Flexibility of role

Flexibility of leave

Adaptive skills
Flexible approach to upskilling workers on the job, to
acknowledge the rise of robots and artificial intelligence
and the impact on traditional roles.

Bereavement leave
Paid leave which is available to an employee at the time
of death or funeral of a member of the employee’s
immediate family.

Casual work
A work arrangement with no regular or systematic hours
of work, or an expectation of continuing work.
A casual employee is employed on a daily basis when
the need arises.

Cultural and community commitments
Where employees are supported to meet cultural and
community commitments.

Job share
An arrangement where two or more employees share the
responsibilities of a single role. Compensation and benefits
are received on a pro-rata basis.
Part-time
Statistics NZ defines part-time work as anything less than
30 hours per week, where these hours tend to be on set
days as part of a fixed employee agreement.
Transition work plan
Where employees gradually return to the full-time state of
their role through a phased approach, for example working
part time for a period before returning to full-time.

Flexibility of schedule
Compressed work weeks
Where employees work full time hours in less than the
traditional 5-day work week, by increasing the total daily
hours worked.

Domestic leave
Where leave is provided when a dependent family
or household member is ill and requires the employee
to take care of them.
Enhanced parental leave
Where employees are supported over and above the New
Zealand Government funded parental leave entitlement.
Enhanced sick leave
Where employees are supported over and above the
standard sick leave entitlements.
Jury service leave
Supporting employees to attend jury service leave,
and in some cases, topping up pay during this period.
Public holiday transfer leave
Where an employer and employee agree that an entire
public holiday will be observed on another day for
the employee.
Purchased or salary sacrifice leave
An opportunity for employees to purchase additional leave
and/or sacrifice part of their salary in return for extra annual
leave.
Studyand examination leave
A paid leave arrangement for employees who need to take
time off to study for and/or take an examination.

Flexible work hours
A schedule of work hours outside of the set traditional
parameters of Monday to Friday 9-5.

Unpaid leave
A period of unpaid time away from work for holiday, illness,
or another special reason, as requested by the employee.

Nine-day fortnight
A form of compressed working which allows employees
to work the equivalent of their two weeks contracted
hours over 9 days, enabling them to take the 10th day off.

Volunteer day leave
Where leave is granted to work as a volunteer for
a charitable or community organisation. This can
be paid, or unpaid leave.

Part-year work
Where employees only work a certain number of months
per year.
Shift self-selection
Where employees assist with the development of shift
work schedules and choose their own shifts.
Staggered start and finish times
Where employees stagger start and finish times
to outside of traditional hours.
Time in lieu
Also known as time banking, refers to any extra hours
worked being recorded and then compensated for by
paid time off.

FURT HER RESO URCES

Employment New Zealand Glossary of Terms
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Flexibility of place
Activity-based work
Where employees have a broad workspace and choice
of settings for a variety of workplace activities, as opposed
to a specific set or assigned work station.
Hot desking
An office organisation system that involves multiple workers
using a single physical work station during different time
periods.
Working from alternative office or location
Where employees work remotely from alternative office
locations or satellite work centers, or other agreed
destinations.
Working from home
Where employees work remotely from their own home
or chosen work location, rather than in the office.
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Examples of
flexibility in action
FLEX IBI LI TY O F RO L E :

Transition work plan
“Flexible working made a big
difference in my life. As a first-time
mum looking to return to the office,
the idea of returning five days a week
was quite a daunting thing.
So I took the opportunity to
talk to my people leader about
alternative options. As a result of this
conversation, I started work at three
days per week on a transition plan to
four days per week. This has had a
huge impact on my family and me.”
R ACHE L J O R G E N S E N

F L EX IB IL IT Y O F L EA V E:

Purchased leave
“Purchased leave is a great aspect
of our flexible working policy
that allows us to purchase up to
an additional 30 days leave in a
year. When I got the opportunity
to attend a friend’s wedding in
Vietnam, being able to purchase
two weeks additional leave meant
that I could have a great holiday,
and still save my holiday leave for
our traditional Christmas shutdown period. And because the cost
is deducted equally each month
out of your salary over a year, you
don’t ‘feel the loss’ so much.”

H R MAN AGE R , S PAR K

JU S T INE T O D D

C I T I ZENSHI P MA NA GER, KPMG

FLEX IBI LI TY O F SCHE D U LE :

Staggered start and finish times
F L EX IB IL IT Y O F P L A C E:

“I used to travel up to four hours a
day to get to and from work, until
I made an arrangement with my
manager to have flexible start and
finish times. With this flexibility
of schedule, I have now cut my
commute to 45 minutes each way,
which has had a positive impact
on my personal wellbeing, as well
as my family.”
TR I S ALCAN I TE S

S E N IOR IN S IGH TS AN ALY S T, BN Z

Activity-based work
“I enjoy the flexibility of working in
an activity based environment – to
get creative in open shared spaces
and connect with colleagues digitally
when needed, and to then retreat
to focus rooms for more sustained,
quiet time as required. I also enjoy
the ability to move around, I think
that’s important.”
JO YC E C H A N

PO RT FO L I O MANA GER, FO NT ERRA
VENT URES
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Convened and supported by Global Women,
Champions for Change is a group of New Zealand
CEOs and Chairs from across the public and
private sectors who are committed to raising the
value of diversity and inclusiveness throughout the
wider business community.

This Champions for Change fact sheet is shared
openly with the intent of promoting diversity and
inclusion for improved societal and economic
growth. We encourage the sharing of this content,
however, please reference the Champions for
Change initiative. We also acknowledge and thank all
the Champion organisations that have collaborated
to make this content publicly available.

globalwomen.org.nz

championsforchange.co.nz
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